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Abstract 

A semiclassical multichannel branching model is developed and 

applied to various dynamical phenomena in polyatomic molecular systems. 

The model is based on the reaction path Hamiltonian of Miller, Handy 

and Adams [J. Chern. Phys. ~' 99 (1980)] and also utilizes the semi

classical perturbation-infinite order sudden approximation of Miller 

and Shi [J. Chern. Phys. 11, 2258 (1981)] for describing vibrational 

inelasticity along the reaction path. Specific applications of the 

model are made to state-specific unimolecular decomposition, energy 

level splitting in multidimensional double-well potentials, and to 

reaction probabilities along reaction paths with multiple transition 

states • 
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I. Introduction 

1 
Recent work by us has been concerned with the state-specific 

unimolecular decomposition of polyatomic molecules. The goal is to 

discover the relevant factors which determine whether a molecule 

behaves statistically in its unimolecular decay, even at the level 

of individual quantum states, or is mode-specific.
2 

(By the latter we mean 

that different quantum states, though they have essentially 

the same total energy, have significantly different rates of unimolecular 

decay.) To this end we considered several model problems-~systems 

consisting of two coupled oscillators, one of which could dissociate--

and carried out numerically exact quantum mechanical calculations 

for the energies and decay rates (i.e., inverse lifetimes) of the 

individual quantum states (actually metastable, or resonance states) 

of the system. Various choices of the parameters in these model systems 

produced statistical or mode-specific behavior in the state-specific 

unimolecular decay. 

Quantum mechanical calculations such as these1 are no doubt the 

rigorous:ly correct way ·to characterize state ... specific unimolecular decay, 

but they are unfortunately not feasible for systems of more than two 

,or th:t:ee vibr.at·i·ona:'l aegr,ees of fr:eed;om {_to say nothing -of rotation, 

w'hi.ch ·we are l.:gnoring for ,the present).. The unimolecular 

'H :co + H ·+ CO 2 2 
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is one target of our work, but it has six vibrational degrees of freedom 

and is thus beyond the capabilities of this rigorous approach. 

One possible way to avoid these difficulties is to use classical, 

rather than quantum, mechanics to describe the process, i.e., to carry 

out a classical trajectory simulation of the unimolecular decomposition. 

There have indeed been many such calculations, 3 and in many (perhaps 

most?) situations there is no reason to believe that this does not 

describe the process correctly. In the energy region of the formaldehyde 

decomposition where the reaction proceeds by tunneling, 4 however, a 

classical trajectory approach is clearly inadequate. 

Furthermore, there may be cases for which the unimolecular decay, 

though energetically possible classically, simply does not take place 

via classical mechanics. 5 Rase, for example, has seen this, i.e., 

quasi-periodic trajectories which have enough energy to dissociate 

classically but which do not. Heller6 has discussed this under the 

term "dynamic tunneling". 7 In the language of classical S-matrix theory 

it is simply an example of a "classically forbidden" process. If this 

situation maintains, then classical mechanics gives zero for the 

rate of unimolecular decomposition, whereas in reality (i.e., quantum 

mechanically) the r~te is non-vanishing. 

Thus there are situations for which a quantum mechanical description 

.of ~the unimolecular -de:cay wi.ll 'be nec:es:sary, but as ·noted above the 

completely rigorous ·quantum mechanical approach is not feasible for 

more than three-:atom syst·ems. 'The purpose of -this paper, therefore, 

is to describ·e and illustrate .an .approximate .quantum mechanical model 

f.or de;termining state-specific unfmolecular decay rates, one which is 
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capable of being applied to polyatomic molecular systems of interest 

and, though not rigorously correct, has a good chance of being at 

least semi-quantitatively accurate. 

The model we have developed, which is presented in Section II, is 

an extension and combination of several different methodologies that 

one of us and colleagues have developed in recent years. First, it is 

a multichannel version of a semiclassical branching model that has 

been earlier shown7b,S to describe unimolecular decay in one-dimensional 

systems correctly; the multichannel aspect of it is what extends the 

model from one-dimension to many dimensions (i.e., degrees of freedom). 

At the level of implementation we have also utilized the reaction path 

Hamiltonian9 model to characterize the polyatomic molecular system; this 

describes the molecular dynamics as motion along a reaction coordinate 

which is coupled to transverse, locally harmonic vibrational modes. 

Finally, we have also utilized the recently developed semiclassical 

perturbation--infinite order sudden (SCP-IOS) approximation
10 

for treating 

vibrational inelasticity in the transverse vibrational modes as the 

system moves along the reaction coordinate. Applications of the model 

to state-specific unimolecular decay are presented in Section III, and 

one sees that it i~ able to reproduce rather well the rigorous quantum 

,mechani.cal resul.ts of the two-dimensional model systems studied 

;pr.evrousiy. 

This semiclassical multichannel branching model is capable, 

?ht>wev·er, of .aes:cribing other dynamical phenomena than state-specific 

un'imol~tul-ar de·cay.. .For ·exampl·e, S·ection IV shows how it can be used 

~eo ~determine .en·ergy e:i,ge~val,.:1.1~s of a polyatomic system, in particular 
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those of a double-well potential which is coupled to the other transverse 

vibrational modes. Section V shows that it can also be used to extend 

the "unified statistical" model
11 

of chemical reaction rates to include 

the effects of inelasticity between the transverse vibrational modes 

along the reaction coordinate • 
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II. The Sem~classical Mult~chartnel Branching Model 

A. CoJtstructipn of tb,e S-matrix 

Consider non-reactive scattering on a potential energy surface 

for which the potential energy along the reaction coordinate s is as 

depicted in Figure 1; the system begins at s = +oo, moves to the left, 

collides, and eventually returns to s = +oo. If there are F degrees 

of freedom overall, there are F-1 vibrational degrees of freedom 

orthogonal to the reaction coordinate (which are not shown in Figure 

1). 

We wish to construct the S-matrix for total energy E, 

S(E) - S - {S ,} 
~ n,n 

(2 .1) 

- -
which are the amplitudes for transitions between an initial state 

~:: (n1 ,n2, •.. , nF-l) and final staten':: Cni,n2,···' n-;_1) of the 

transverse vibrational modes at s = +oo. The idea of the branching 

model is to approximate this net amplitude S as a sum of amplitudes 

constructed from the different "trajectories" which can arise from 

tunneling through the barrier in Figure 1. Figure 2 depicts the 

first three such "trajectories": the first is reflected by the 

barrier without tunneling, the second tunnels through and makes one 

ascillati-on ·in the well before tunReling back out, .the thir-d tunnels 

thraugh and makes two oscillations in the well before tunneling back 

ou:t, and .so on.. The amplitude asso.ciat-ed with the first "trajectory" 

is 

-- . 
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(2.2a) 

that associated with the second "trajectory" is 

(2.2b) 

and that with the third "trajectory" is 

, (2.2c) 

and so on. In these expressions Si is the S-matrix (i.e., matrix of 
::::: n 

transition amplitudes) associated with the incoming motion from s = +oo 

to the outer turning points= s 3 (see Figure 2); ;
0 

is the S-matrix 

for motion in the interior well from s = s 2 to s 1 and back to s 2 ; and 

S is the S-matrix for the outgoing motion from s = s
3 

back to +oo. 
;:::OUt 

P is the matrix of tunneling probabilities. Note that Si and S are 
::: n :::OUt 

in general rectangular matrices since there are in general a different 

number 

s = s 3 

of transverse vibrational states that are energetically open at 

and s = +oo; thus in the matrix element S(in~, for example, n' 
~'~ -

refers to transverse vibrational states at s = +oo~and n to those at 

s = s 3 , while 

in fact, S t 
:::::OU 

for S(ou;)the identifications are reversed. (By symmetry, 
n,n - -

is the transpose of ~in~) ~O is a square matrix, the 

indic~of which refer to the transverse vibrational states at s = s 2 • 

It is clear that the physical meaning of .Si and S is that they 
::: n :::OUt 

describe vibrational inelasticity in the region outside the barrier 

{Le., entrance/.exit channel effects), whereas ;o' the s~matrix per 

oscillation in the well, describes vibrational inelast,icity 

in the region of the potential well. Although it is not necessary, 
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we assume for simplicity of presentation that ~ is a square matrix 

(i.e., the same number of vibrational states are open at s = s 2 and 

s3), and furthermore in applications below it will even be approximated 

as diagonal. All the matrices are functions of the total energy E; 

i.e., Si = S. (E), etc. 
~ n ~1n 

The net amplitude S is obtained by adding the amplitudes for all 

"trajectories" of the type described above, 

00 

+~ (2.3) 

of which Eq. (2.2) gives the first three. The general kth term in 

Eq. (2.3) has the direct mechanistic interpretation by simply reading 

the various factors from right to left: the system evolves from s = +oo 

to s3 (S. ), tunnels through the barrier (p
112), oscillates in the 

~1n ~ 

well (k+l) times, not tunneling out each time it is reflected at s2 
1/2 k 

(~0 ·[(~-;) ·~0 ] ), tunnels out through the barrier 
1/2 <; ) , and finally 

moves from s3 back out to s = +oo (~out). The factor (-l)k enters 

because of the ex1;ra reflections involved in the kth "trajectory". 

The geometric series in Eq. (2.3) is easily sununed -to ;give 

. nl/2 s . ·r" c·, . ) 1/2 ·s ] .-1 . .1/2 ·s ·+ ~s ·•:r- ,., , •.. l. ·+ ··· . .a:-P· ..... • ·•·P ·•.· ... 
::::OUt :::: ::::0 :::: :::: :::: ::::0 :::: ::::l:n 
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Equation (2.4) is the general result for the S-matrix given by this 

semiclassical multichannel branching model. The semiclassical aspect of 

the branching model is that we have used it to construct a probability 

amplitude; in other instances
11 

we have used similar branching models 

to construct probabilities, and within the present nomenclature we would 

refer to these as classical branching models (see also Section V). The 

multichannel aspect of the present treatment is that the quantities ~O' 

P, S. and S are matrices in the transverse vibrational state quantum 
"" ""~n ..,out 

numbers, and as such it is necessary to maintain the correct order of 

the matrix products in Eqs. (2. 3) and (2. 4). The matrix products, 

which involve sums over intermediate transverse vibrational states, 

if . f h . . 1 12 h 11 are a man estat1on o t e quantum pr1nc1p e t at one sums over a 

intermediate states that are not observed. 

B. Complex Eigenvalues 

Rather than considering a collision process as in the previous 

section, we now consider unimolecular decay of the collision complex, 

i.e., the metastable state, that is prepared in some manner that need 

not concern us here. The individual metastable states are characterized 

by complex energy eigenvalues, Er~if/2, the real part of which is the 

energy E of the state and the imaginary part of which determines its 
r 

"width" r; the lifetime of the state is h/r' i.e.' its unimolecular 

decay rate is r/h. 

Th 1 i 1 f h t bl d f ~ edl3 · e comp ex e genva ues o t. e me asta e system .are e 1n 

rigorously as the poles of the S...matrix S (E} , .so 'We .now use .,the S-:matrix 
::: 

given by the branching model, Eq. (2.4), to deter.mine these poles. It 

is clear that poles in S(E) occur at values of 'E .for which the inverse 
z 
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matrix in Eq. (2.4) is singular, i.e., values of E for which 

(2.5) 

where we have emphasized that P and s0 are functions of E. 

Equation (2.5) is the desired equation for determining the complex 

eigenvalues, i.e., the state-specific energies and lifetimes, of the 

metastable system. As one would intuitively expect, the equation 

involves only the "interior" S-matrix ~O and the tunneling probabilities, 

and not the "exterior" S-matrices S. and S . 
:::~n :::OUt 

It is useful to check the form taken by Eq. (2.5) in several 

limiting cases. First, for a one-dimensional system P and s0 become 

1 x 1 matrices, i.e., simple numbers, and the WKB approximation for 

them is 

= e 
2i¢ (E) 

(2. 6a) 

P(E) (2. 6b) 

where <f>(E} is the WKB phase integral across the well and 8{E) the 

usual barrier penetration int·egral. Eq. (2. 5) t·hen rea.·ds 

.,, 

which is equivalen~t .to 
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and as has been shown before,
7
b for e-28 << 1, this gives the usual 

WKB eigenvalue equation for the real part of the complex eigenvalue, 

with the width r given by 

n = 0,1,2, .•. 

dE 
r = (__£ /2~)e-28 

dn 

' 

Equation (2.7) is the well-known semiclassical (i.e., WKB) result 

f h d . . 1 14 or t e one- ~ens~ona case. 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

It is useful also to check the multichannel aspect of Eq. (2.5) 

by some simple analytic test, and one way to do so is to consider the 

limit in which tunneling is "turned off"; i.e., one sets P = 0, whereby --
Eq. (2.5) becomes 

detl~ + ~0 CE) I = o (2 .8) 

In this limit the system is no longer metastable, but a truly bound 

molecular system with real energy levels corresponding to bound motion 

in the interior well coupled to the transverse vibrational modes. It 

is still difficult to draw any intuitive conclusions from Eq. (2.8), but 

in Appendix A it is shown that in the perturbative limit, i.e., that 

~O is almost diagonal, the energy levels given by Eq. (2.8) do indeed 

correspond to the usual quantum mechanical perturbative expression 

for real energy eigenvalues. 

Finally, although the derivation of Eq. (2.5) has referred to the 

situation in Figure 1, where the effective potential has a barrier, this 
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actually need not be the case. Appendix B shows that Eq. (2.5) is 

also capable of describing Feshbach resonances, 15 for which the 

effective potential typically has an attractive well but no barrier 

(~s, e.g., a Morse potential). In this case metastability arises """' 

because of excitation in the region of the potential well of transverse 

vibrational states that are energetically forbidden in the asymptotic 

(s~) region. Appendix B shows how Eq. (2,5} reproduces (with appropriate 

approximations) the usual Feshbach golden rule-like expression for the 

width of metastable states for this case. 
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C. Dynamical Approximations 

As discussed in the Introduction, the principle aim of the present 

paper is to provide an approach that can be applied to real molecular 
!•· 

systems. To utilize Eq. (2.5) for determining the state-specific 

unimolecular decay rates one thus needs a relatively simple method for 

constructing ~O' the S-matrix per oscillation in the well, and P, the 

tunneling probabilities. Although any number of approaches might be 

used to do this, a particularly attractive one is the semiclassical 

perturbation-infinite order sudden approximation (SCP-IOS) discussed 

' 10 recently by Miller and Shi. 

The SCP-IOS approximation makes use of the reaction path Hamiltonian 

of Miller, Handy and Adams9 for modeling the molecular system; if (s,p ) 
s 

are the mass-weighted reaction coordinate and its conjugate momentum 

and (~,g) = (~,qk), k = 1, ••• , F-1, are the action-angle variables 

for the transverse vibrational modes, then the classical Hamiltonian 

has the form ~ . Jwk' (s) 

= ~ [p8 - k~=lBk,k'(s)1(2~+1){2~,+lf ~(s) 
H(ps,s,n,q) ~ lz 1 

[1 + t:1 Bk,F<s>y ~7:) sinqk]
2 

+ v0{s) + t_ (~ +~)~(s) 
where v0 (s) is the potential energy along the reaction path, 

2 
sinqk cosqk,] 

(2.9) 

{~ (s)} 

are the local harmonic frequencies of the transverse vibrational modes 

along the reaction path, and the matrix elements {Bk,k'(s)} couple 

the transv.erse vib.rational ·modes to each other and to the reaction 

coordinate (lab.eled as modes k=F). More discussion of this Hami1.tonian~ 

and how it can be constructed from ab ~nitio quantum chemical calculations, 
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and the nature of the coupling elements is given in earlier 

9 ,11,16,17 papers. 

Since the action variables {~} are the classical counterpart to 

vibrational quantum numbers, this Hamiltonian provides a convenient frame-

work for implementing the branching model developed above. 

Construction of the interior S-matrix ~0 (E) within the SCP-IOS 

approximation is a relatively simple adaptation of the work of Miller 

10 and Shi. With h:l everywhere the expression is 

s I (E) = n,n 
i<Po [2 

_e_~=- dq exp [ -ifln •q + ifl<P (q)] 
( 21T)F-l - ,... - -

where fln = n'-n and 

6cp(q,n,E) 

w'i:th 

ds 12 [E-V (s)] . a 

. . , 

(2 .10) 

(2 .lla) 

(2.llb) 

(2 .•. llc) 
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and finally, in Eq. (2.11) n is replaced by i<~~'), and Va(s) is the 

vibrationally adiabatic potential 

(2.lld) 

One recognizes the zeroth order phase of the S-matrix, ~O' as the 

vibrationally adiabatic WKB phase integral back and forth across the 

well; the phase 8~(g) arises because of couplings between the various 

modes and thus gives rise to a non-diagonalS-matrix, i.e., to 

vibrational inelasticity. 

One practical note concerns the unitarity of the S-matrix ~0 (E). 

Since it is a square matrix of 

· · c· st s a un~tary matr~x ~.e., • = - -- -

probability amplitudes, it is clearly 

t 
S•S = 1). The approximation to it 

given by Eq. (2.10) et seq. however, will not be exactly unitary, and 

for the applications in the next section this would cause major errors. 

(Also, the roots of Eq. (2.8), i.e., the real eigenvalues of a bound 

system, will not be real if ~O is not unitary!) It is thus important 

to unitarize any approximate ~O by some means. One way to do this is 

via an R-matrix procedure. Thus an S-matrix S and R-matrix R are 

related by 

S = (1-iR)•(l+iR)-l (2.12a) 

or inversely 

R = -i{l.-S) •(l+S) -:l (2 •. 12b) 
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If S is unitary then R is hermitian, and vice-versa. Thus if S is not 
~ ~ ~ 

unitary, then R given by Eq. (2.12b) will not be hermitian. One can 
"' 

maKe R hermitian, however, by simply taking its hermitian part, 

(2.13) 

Thus one prescription for unitarizing an approximate S-matrix is to 

use Eq. (2.12b) to construct the corresponding approximate R-matrix 

and then "hermitizing" this approximate R-matrix via Eq. (2.13). When 

R is then put back into Eq. (2.12a) in place of R, a unitary S-matrix 
H 

results. The result of this prescription is that the unitarized S-matrix, 

~U' is given in terms of the approximate S-matrix by 

~u (2.14) 

where 

This prescription for unitarizing an approximate S-matrix is, of course, 

not unique. If the approximate S-matrix is too far from unitarity, 

however, so that the particular unitarization scheme matters, then one 

has less confidence in the overall model for such a case. 

Finally., the tunneling probabilities P can also be obtained within 

the SCP-IOS approximation. 10 , 17 For the applications discussed in the 

next section the coupling elements {Bk,k'} have very little effect on 

the 'tunneling probabiliti:es and were thus neglected. 'In this limit the 

SCP-IOS approximation becomes the vi,bra-tionally adiabatic approximation 18 

:and :the matrix P is diagonal, 
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= o e -2a 
n,n' - -

(2.15) 

where a is the vibrationally adiabatic barrier penetration integral, 

a - a(n,E) dsv'2 [V (s)-E]' 
a 

(2.16) 

Equation (2.15) is valid only for small tunneling probabilities, the 

more generally valid expressi.on being 

p = o (1 + e2a)-l 
n,n' n,n' (2.17) 

- -
Equation (2.17) is meaningful even for relative energies above the 

barrier, in which case 8(~,E), the analytic continuation (in E) of 

Eq. (2.16), is negative. 
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III. Mode-Specific Unimolecular Decomposition 

The first application we consider of the multichannel semiclassical 

branching model is to the situation discussed in Section II; i.e., we 

use Eq. (2.5) to determine the energies and lifetimes of a metastable 

system. The example chosen is one of the two-oscillalor models· for 

h . h h 1' lb i d . h . 1 w 1c we ave ear 1er carr e out r1gorous quantum mec an1ca 

calculations. The potential function is 

(3.1) 

which is a one-barrier Henon-Heiles-like potential. 

For this example the reaction path is straight (the x-axis), and 

the reaction path Hamiltonian thus takes the relatively simple form 

where 

H(ps,s,n,q) = ..!.[p + w'(s) (n+
2
1) sin(2q)J 2 

2 s 2w(s) 

v
0

(s) 
1 2 

=-s 
2 

1 3 --s 
3 

w(s) = /1 - ; s 

(3. 2a) 

(3.2b) 

(3.2c) 

Since the complete potential function in Eq. (3.1) is quadratic in the 

transverse degree of freedom (i.e., in y), the reaction path Hamiltonian 

is actually the exact Hamiltonian for this example. 

The interior s--matrix {sn,n'} and tunneling probabilities pn 
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were constructed as in SectXn IIc. Figures 3 and 4 show the results 

given by the present model, i.e., Eq. (2.5), and our earlier
1

b 

rigorous quantum mechanical values, respectively. As discussed before, 

this example shows quite pronounced mode-specificity--i.e., the 

unimolecular decay rate is not at all a monotonic function of the total 

energy--and most significant for present considerations, one sees that 

the multichannel semiclassical branching model reproduces the correct 

results quite well. This is true even for metastable states with 

energies above the saddle point (V = 
6
1 

) ., for which the analytically sp 

continued barrier penetrations integrals discussed in Section lie were 

required. This test of the overall model, including the SCP-IOS 

approximations for ~O and ~' is thus quite encouraging. 
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IV. Energy Levels in a Multidimensional Double-Well Potential 

As noted in the Introduction, the multichannel branching model 

can be used to describe other phenomena than the energies and lifetimes 

of metastable systems. Here we show how it describes the energy 

levels of a multidimensional double well potential. 

Consider first inelastic scattering on a potential surface for 

which the potential along the reaction coordinate is as sketched in Figure 

5; here again there are (F-1) transverse vibrational modes (in the 

spirit of the reaction path Hamiltonian) that are not depicted. We 

want to construct the S-matrix for this scattering system, as was done 

in Section II, but now there are two interior wells, separated by a 

barrier. The analysis of Section II can be generalized to treat the 

present case (or for that matter, any number of wells and barriers) 
11 

by an inductive argument simi.lar to that used earlier to generalize 

a classical branching model to treat multiple wells and barriers. 

Thus one considers the entire region of well a, barrier 1, and well 

b as the "inside" region that is separated fron the "outside" region by 

barrier 2 (see Figure 5). If ~O is the S-matrix that characteri·z·es 

this complete "inside" region (wells a and band barrier 1), then 

Eq. (2.4) applies as before to give the S-matrix as 

S(E) 

(.4 .• 1) 

where S. and S t are the incoming and outgoing S-:matrices for .the 
:::;~n ::,:OU 

"outside" region in Figure 5 and P the matrix of tunneling probabilities ,2 

for barrier 2. To determine the S-matrix ~O in Eq. (4.1), 
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i.e., the S-matrix for wells a and b, separated by barrier 1, 

one recognizes that this complex "inside" region is equivalent to 

the scattering system in Figure 1 if one identifies the external 

scattering region of Figure 1 with the region of well b in Figure 5. 

Thus ~O in Eq. (4.1) is itself given by Eq. (2.4), 

where S is the S-matrix for motion back and forth across well a 
::::a 

(s1 + s 2 + s 1), Sb . is the s-matrix for inward motion across well 
:::: ,l.n 

b (s4 + s 3), Sb the S-matrix for outward motion across well b :::: ,out 

(s3 + s 4), and ; 1 the (square) matrix of tunneling probabilities for 

barrier 1. The final expression for the S-matrix for the present 

system is obtained by inserting Eq. (4.2) for ~O into Eq. (4.1). It 

is clear how one can extend this procedure inductively to generate 

the S-matrix for the case of an arbitrary number of wells and barriers. 

For the p.resent application, though, we -are interes.t.ed in energy 

levels, so we "switch off" tunneling through barrier 2, i.e., we 

se.t ; 2 = 0, and look for poles of th~: S-matrix ~(E). With ; 2 = 0, 

'Eq. {4 .1) shows that the .pol:es :oc.t:ur :a:t va1ues 1o'f E f·o.r <w'hich 

dcet :11 + 'S.0_ '(£) 'I ·= ~0 
~ '~ 

and ,witih .:s
0 

;given ··by Eq .• {4 .:2) ithi,s ib"enomes 
~: 

Jf.'J. '!l.) 
~-··.;) 
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I 1/2 
det 1 + sb t·(l-P1) •Sb. 

~ ~ ,ou ~ ~ ~ ,1n 

(4 .4) 

Eq. (4.4) can be put in a more useful form by multiplying it from the 

left by det I ~b, in I and from the right by det I ~b ,out I (recall that det I~~ ;· 

detl~l •detl~l = deti~·~·SI), recognizing that ~b' the S-matrix per 

oscillation in well b (s3 + s 4 + s
3
), is given by 

S = S •S :::b :::b ,in :::b ,out (4.5) 

with this Eq. (4.4) becomes 

= 0 (4.6) 

Note here that the indices of S refer to transverse vibrational states 
:::a 

at s 2 and those of sb to transverse vibrational states at s 3 , and since 

~l is assumed to be vibrationally adiabatic, all the matrices in 

Eq. ( 4. 6) --s , Sb , and P1--are thus .squar.e matrices of the same 
:::a ::: ::: 

dimension. Finally, it ~is ~not difficult to manipulate E·q .• (4 ;'6) :to 

the following more symmetrical form., 

(.4.7) 
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which shows that wells a and b enter the eigenvalue equation on equal 

footings. The matrices S , Sb, and P1 are functions of the total 
"'a !':J ~ 

energy E, and the roots of Eq. (4.7) give the (real) eigenvalues of 

the multidimensional double well potential. 
19 

Recent quantum mechanical calculations by Bowman ~ al. of the 

splittings in a symmetric double well potential, coupled to one 

transverse vibrational mode, provide an interesting example with which 

to test the branching model. For our calculations the SCP-IOS approxi-

mation descri·bed in Sec-tion lie was used to construct S (E), which is 
;::;a 

identical to ~b for the case of a symmetric double well, and P. Table - ~ ~ 

I shows the results obtained from Eq. (4. 7) for the splitting of the 

nearly degenerate doublets, the most sensitive quantity for such systems, 

compared to Bowman's (correct) quantum results. (Splittings for higher 

energy levels were not attempted since in this case Bowman's model 

potential has more than two wells.) One sees here, too, that the 

overall model--the semiclassical multichannel model plus the SCP-IOS 

reaction path treatment for the required component parts-.-.provides a 

good description .o·f _:the phenoineno.n. 

-·. 



V. Reaction Probabilities 

Consider now a reactive potential energy surface for which the 

potential along the reaction coordinate is as sketched in Figure 6. 

Reaction corresponds to motion from region a (s + ~) to region b 

(s + +oo) and as before, the (F-1) transverse vibrational modes are not 

indicated in the figure. 

One of us earlier proposed a "unified'' statistical mode111 to 

describe the average reaction probability on such potential surfaces 

for which there are two ''bottlenecks" of the motion (in this case the 

two barriers). The goal was to have a simple model that "unified" 

transition state theory, which is correct if there is only one significant 

bottleneck to the reaction, and phase space theory, which is correct 

if there exist two bottlenecks wi.th a long-lived collision complex 

between them. The "unified" model does indeed accomplish this, but it 

incorporates an implicit assumption of microcanonical equilibrium in 

the region between the two bottlenecks. Here we show how this assumption 

can be relaxed by using the multichannel branching model. 

Here it is convenient to l.et S ., :s0 , and Sb be transition amplitudes 
::::a ;::s ~ 

for the intervals (see Figure 6) (-oo,s1), (s2,s3), and (s4 ,+oo), respectively. 

(Note that here ~O is the S-,matrix for a single pass across the well, 

not .a complet·e oscillatian in it.') ·~a, ~O, ~b are in general rectangular 

matrices since :the ·numbers of transv:erse ·vibrational states ·that 

ar.e en·ergetically ·Open at s = ..,;Q)' s , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 .and +co ar.e in general 
.. 1 

di:ff.erent~ ;
1 

and ; 2 are, as b.efore, the {diagonal) matrices of tunneling 

:probabili.ti:es for barr.iers 1 and 2. Th•es-e quanti·ties •can :all he 
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approximated, as in the previous applications, via the SCP-IOS reaction 

path model described in Section lie. The branching analysis goes very 

much as in Section II with obvious modifications. The first two 

"trajectories", for example, that contribute to the a-+ b reaction 

correspond to going straight across the inside well, with amplitude 

' 

and to making one extra oscillation back and forth across the well, 

with amplitude 

and so on. tr 
(Here ~O , the transpose of ~O' is the amplitude for going 

across the well in the negative direction.) It is easy to write down 

the amplitude for the general such trajectory and to sum over them 

all, giving the net amplitude for the a -+ b reaction as 

(5 .1) 

Equation (5.1), of course, describes the a-+ b reaction at a much 

_gr-eat·er l·evei "Of detail than the "'unified'' statistical model. (It also 

r,eq.uires 'correspond:Lngly :mor:e ·input in order to implement it.) For 

ce:xamp1e, ,the .enez:gy .depend.enc·e -of S (E} will in geaeral show the 
:::b.,.a 

:c·om,pli·c.a't·ed -res0nance <S•tr-uc.ture 'cor.r.esponding .to the f,orma·tioa aad 

de~cay :o:f ;me·tastab:J..e ;st:a·tes :(;i .•. e •. , -co.ll~sion complexes) in the inside 

;weJ:l ,r,eg.i:o.n.. The .-,energ,ies ·and lif·etimes of these individual metastable 
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states are given, as in Section III, by the poles of the S-matrix, which 

from Eq. (5.1) one easily sees are the complex energies E for which 

(5 .2) 

For example, if one turns off the tunneling, i.e., sets P
1 

= P2 = 0, 

then this equation reads 

detll + sl = 0 ' -
where hereS:: ~Otr.~O is the s.,.matrix for one complete oscillation in 

the well; this is the same eigenvalue equation for a single well obtained 

earlier, Eq. (.2. 8) • 

In many cases, though, one may be interested only in an energy-

averaged reaction probability and not in the level of detail provided 

by Eq. (5.1). This is equivalent to neglecting all the cross terms in 

constructing the reaction probabilities 

The branching model for this average reaction probability thus 

becomes 

P = P •P •P •P •P 
::::b+a :::b ::::2 ::::0 ::::1 :::a 

., 

where .the r.ectangu1ar matr.ices P , P0 and P:::b are .defined by 
·~a == 

(5 .3 ) 

(SA) 
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etc. Equation (5.2) is a geometric series that is easily summed 

to give 

(5 .5) 

We note that Eq. (5.4), which is the result of a classical multichannel 

branching model, has no resonance structure in its energy dependence, 

for this is all lost when the interference between the different 

"trajectories" that contribute to the a-+ b reaction is neglected. 

The reaction probability of Eq. (5. 4) , although less detailed than 

that given by Eq. (5.2), still has more information than the "unified" 

statistical model. 

-· . 
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VI. Concluding Remarks 

Our goal in developing the semiclassical branching model described 

above is to have a simple but reasonably quantitative methodology for 

utilizing ab initio quantum chemical reaction path calculations to 

describe various aspects of polyatomic reaction dynamics. Such ab initio 

quantum chemical calculations provide the quantities [V0(s), {wk(s)}, and 

{Bk,k'(s)}] which characterize the reaction path Hamiltonian, and then 

the SCP-IOS approximation provides the "components'' that go into the 

formulae obtained from the branching model. One thus has a complete 

machinery for an ab initio polyatomic reaction dynamics. The numerical 

examples presented above indicate the overall approach to be quantitatively 

accurate enough to be of considerable use when applied to real polyatomic 

systems. 

In concluding we note that although the presentation in Section II, 

for example, assumed that the potential along the reaction path, v
0

(s), 

has an actual barrier (cf. Figure 1), it is actually not necessary 

that this be the case. Suppose, for example, that v
0

(s) is a Morse 

potential 

-2a(s-s ) 
v

0
(s) = D[e 

0 (6 .1) 

For energy E the classical turning points, defined by v0 (s) = E, are 

s = s
0 

- ! in(l ± ll + E/D) (6.2) 

For E < 0 there are two real turning points, as expected, while for 

E > 0 ·the "+" sign in Eq. (6.2) gives the real inner turning point, 



and the "-" 
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sign gives a complex outer turning point 

1 . 
= s 0 - a R.n(ll+E/D - 1) 

1T ± i 
a 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

The action integral 8 between these two complex outer turning points 

is negative, so that the situation is entirely equivalent to the "over 

barrier" case. Thus Eq. (2.17) provides the transmission probability 

of passing into or out of the well from the outside (even though for 

real s there is no physical barrier that identifies the "inside" and 

"outside".) As noted in Section III, results obtained in over barrier 

cases were essentially as good as in the under barrier (i.e., 

tunneling) cases, so it seems clear that the model should apply equally 

well even if there is no (real) barrier. 
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Appendix A: Real Eigenvalues in the Perturbative Limit 

Here we consider Eq. (2.8), 

detll + S(E) I = 0 (A.l) 
"" "" 

the equation which determines real eigenvalues in a multidimensional 

potential well. S (E) (here the "o" has for convenience been dropped) 

is the S-matrix per oscillation in the effective potential well V (s). 
a 

The goal here is to show that in the perturbative limit Eq. (A.l) 

gives essentially the same results as ordinary quantum mechanical 

perturbation theory for eigenvalues. Thus the off-diagonal elements 

of S are assumed to be small, and the diagonal elements are those of 

the unperturbed system, 

s (E) = e2in~,E) 
,.n,n (A.2) 

where n is the phase shift for one pass across the well for channel n. 

To make a perturbative expansion of Eq. (A.l) we use the 

following general relation that is easy to derive: The determinant 

of any matrix A is given to lowest order in its off-diagonal elements 

by 

detl~l 

"" 

1 
= detl~0 1 x [1- 2 

~k.~'k . . . . J 
~~'k' 

(A.}) 

where ~O is the diagonal part .of ~· Appl·ied t{) Eq. (A.l), Eq. (A.3) 

gives 



1 o = det 11 + g0 (E) I x [1 - 2 

-3n-

(A.4) 

where ~O is the diagonal part of~· Since deti~+~0 (E)I I 0--for 

this factor is zero only for E equal to a zeroth order enet:gy level--

Eq. (A.4) implies that 

, 
L: 1 -=-

2 n,n' 

s n,n' 
2 

[l+e2in(~,E)] [l+e2in(~' ,E)] 
(A.5) 

n.;&n• 

where the symmetry of the S-matrix has been utilized. 

To proceed further we note that the zeroth order energy levels 

0 
{E }, where n is the quantum number for the s-degree of freedom, 
~,ns s 

are defined semiclassically by 

n(n,E) (A. 6) 

which shows that the factor (1 + e2in(~,E))-l in Eq. (A.5) has a 

th polar singularity when E is equal t·o one of the zero orde'!' energy· 

levels with the same value of the transverse quantum numbers. More 

specifically, for E close to the particular zeroth order eigenvalue EO 
n:,n ' 
""'. ·S 

a Taylors series exp·anS'ion give·s 

Since this polar structur.e .is tr,ue .f~or .all values of •tihe ,quantum ttumb:er 

n ' the complete ·energy u·ependence of this factor 'can n:e ;reasonabiJ...y 
s 

well represerrted by a sum ,of such pole t.enns; .L •. e •. , :one has 



[l + e2in(~,E) 1 -l ~ ~ 
n 

s 
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where we have utilized the fact that 

an(n,E) 

()E 
I ='IT/ 
E=E0 

n,n ... s 

a Eo 
.n,n 
"' s 
an s 

a Eo 
n,n 
- s 

an 
s 

I (-27ri) 

With Eq. (A.7), the eigenvalue equation, (A.S), reads 

1 l=z ~ 
n",n' 
- II.J.- I n rn 

n'~' s' s 

0 -1 0 -1 2 
(E-E II II) (E-E ' ') s II ' (E) n n n n n ,n s s 

0 aE II 11 n n 
s 

an" 
s 

0 
()E ' ' n n 
---:-an''....=-s I (-2Tii) 2 

s 

' 

We now look for a root of Eq. (A.9) that is close to a particular 

zeroth order energy level, E~ n , say; i.e., we set 
' s 

E = EO 
n,n 
- s 

+ ~E n,n 
- s 

(A. 7) 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

where ~E 
~'ns 

is small. When this is substituted into Eq. (A.9) the 

dominant terms are those for which either (n' n') or (n" n") equal 
- ' s - ' s 

(n,n ) and Eq. (A.9) thus becomes 
- s 

1 1 = ..,--:;;;;..._ 
~E n,n 

- s 

(Eo 
n,n 

s 

-EO ) -1 ,52 
n 1 ,n' n,n' 

s - ... 

a Eo 
n,n 
- s 
an 

s 
/{-27ri)2 

(A.lO) 



which gives the standard quantum mechanical second order perturbation 

expression 

llE 
n n -, s = ~. 

s 

H ' ' .nn. ,n n 
- s - s 

Eo -Eo 1 ' nn n n 
- s s 

2 

' 

provided we establish the following correspondence: 

VaE0 aE0 
- nn n'n' 

Hnn n'n' ++ S ,(E) - s - 8 /(-2ni) 
s ' s ~, n an an 1 

s s 

(A.ll) 

(A.l2) 

Equation (A.l2) can be established by noting the perturbative 

approximation for the S-matrix el~ent in the classical path limit: 

s , (E) 
~,n = -+s - -

i[o (s)-o , (s)J 
n n 

e - H , (s) /v(sl 
n.n 

(A.l3) 

where the integral is over one oscillation in the s-well and v(s) = 

I2[E-V (s)] is the local velocity (i.e., f ds/v(s) = ! dt, where t 
a 

is the time). Since 

2TI 
=-

T 
n 

s 

(A.l4) 

(A.l5) 
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When one realizes that the phase factor in the integrand of Eq. (A.lS) 

is the adiabatic version of exp[i(E0 -E , ,)tfh], the RHS of Eq. (A.l5) n,n n n · 
20 N S ~ S 

is recognized as the usual semiclassical approximation to the matrix 

element on the LHS. 

This anlaysis thus shows tha~ in the perturbative limit at least, 

the multichannel aspect of the eigenvalue equation given by the branching 

model, Eq. (A.l), does indeed correspond to the correct quantum 

mechanical perturbation expression for eigenvalues. 
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Appendix B: Fe$hbach'Resortances in the Perturbative Limit 

A slight modification of the perturbative analysis in Appendix A 

can be used to show that the multichannel branching model is also 

capable of describing Feshbach resonances,15 i.e., metastable states 

that are more naturally thought of as being formed by temporary 

excitation of (asymptotically) closed channels rather than by being 

trapped by a barrier as in Figure 1. 

Suppose, therefore, that the effective potential along the reaction 

coordinate in Figure 1 is replaced by a Morse-like potential, i.e., one 

for which there is no actual barrier. As noted in Section VI, however, 

there still exists an "effective barrier" in the sense that there is a 

complex turning point and a non-unit probability of making a transition 

from the "outside" to the "inside" region of the potential well. The 

situation is entirely equivalent to there being an actual barrier with 

the energy above it. The real part of the complex turning point effectively 

defines the division between the "inside" and the "outside" regions of 

the potential. 

The compl:ex eigenvalues of the system are thus still given within 

the .branching model ·by Eq. (2 . 5) , 

de·.t'jl + {l-P) 112 ·sJ = 0 (B.l) 
~ ·~ ~ ~ 

.wher-e .,S .=: S{E) {the ,,s.ubs:cri,p:t ";6" ha's £-or ·conveni:ence 'been dropped) i:s 
('... ,,.. 

·we'll {det-eml!rred by ,the .r,eal .:inner .turn:i:q:g :point and the complex outer 
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Appendix A, then Eq. (B.l) leads in a similar fashion to the obvious 

generalization of Eq. (A.5): 

1 l=z-

For open channels, i.e., values of !: for which E > V 
0 

(s) + h~· (~ + ~) 

as s + +oo, the transmission probability P is given by Eq. (2 .17) , 
~ 

where e is negative for this "over barrier" situation, so that one has 

For closed channels, on the other hand, i.e., those for which 

E < v
0

(s) + b~·(~+ ~) as s + +oo, it is clear that one must have 

.P = 0. Equation (B.2) thus specializes to the following: 
n 

1 = ~ Lc 
n 

~c n 

2 -lecnt>l 
Sn n' e -

+ ~c ~o -[l...::..-+-':.:-;:2,_,.i-n"7"(~-.,~E:-:-)J 

1·.~ 
+ .2-L.Jo 

·n 
.Eo 
n' 

-Je(n) I . -·1 8(n') J 
e - e - (B.3) 

where the 'subscript "'O" •o·r '"C'" .on the summation ,symbol indicates a sum 

over .:the :open ;or closed chann-el·s, resp:e•ctivel:y.. Since one typically 
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expects exp[-j8(n) 11 << 1, the approximation 

1 + 
-je(n) I 2in(ri,E) _ 

1 e - e -

has also been incorporated in Eq. (B.3). 

One notes that the first terin on the.RHS of Eq. (B.3), that involving 

only the closed channels, is identical to Eq. (A.5) of Appendix A. 

Therefore if only this term were retained in Eq. (B.3}, the equation 

would determine real eigenvalues and the system would thus be stable. 

(_ .15 In the usual notation of Feshbach analysis these would be the branching 

model's approximation to the eigenvalues of HQQ' the closed channel 

Hamiltonian.) As we shall see presently, it is the second term in 

Eq. (B.3), the one which couples open a~d closed channels, that gives 

rise to an imaginary part to the eigenvalue and thus cuases the system 

to be metastable. (The third term, that involving open channel--open 

channel couples is smaller still and will be neglected for the present 

discussion.} 

Proceeding as in Appendix A, the energy E is assumed to be close 

to a part:Lcular (real) zeroth order closed chann.el eig-envalue, 

E = E 
n,n 
- s 

where .AE 
~'~s 

is smail and n is a closed channel. ·utilizing Eq. {A. 7) 

and continuing as before, Eq. (B.3) ·then gives llE 
~'ns 

as 
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(E (0) -E (0}) -1 
n,n n'n' ... s ... s 

( 
. 2 

X (S 1 / -27Ti)] 
~'~ 

aE (0) 

an 
s 

-I e en'> I e ... s , 21 (-27ri) 
n,n 

(B.4) 
an 

s· 
N ~ 

The first term in Eq. (B.4), which describes the effect of other closed 

channels on the closed channel eigenvalue E (O) , is of the same form 
n,n . ,..... s 

as that obtained in Appendix A; it is a real second-order perturbation 

correction to the energy of the metastable state. Since S t
2 

< 0, one n,n ... -
sees that the second term of Eq. (B.4), which describes the effect of 

open channels on the closed channel eigenvalue, is negative imaginary 

and thus gives a perturbative approximation to thewidth of the meta-

stable state. One also sees that the width implied by Eq. (B.4) has 

15 
the same form as that given by Feshbach. theory in its lowest order 

perturbative limit, i.e., 

~0 n 

where p is a normalization factor. 

~one thus sees that the semiclassical multichannel branching model 

i:s capable, in principle at least, of describing Feshbach-type metastable 

states as well "as those caused .by tunneling through a barrier. 
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Table I. Energy Level Splittings in a Two-Dimensional Symmetric Double Well Potential. 

Lowest 

Doublet 

First Excited 

Doublet 

Transverse Quantum No. (ny) 

0 

1 

2 

0 

aPresent results (see Section IV). 

b . 
From reference 19. 

-1 Splittings (em ) 

a Branching Model Results Exact Quantum Resultsb 

0.91 0.95 

1.23 1.28 

1.68 1.77 

47.2 44.4 I 
~ 
1-' 
I 
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Figure Captions 

1. Sketch of the effective potential V along the (mass-weighted) 

reaction coordinate s for the situation discussed in Section II. 

2. Depiction of the first three "trajectories" of the branching model, 

the amplitudes associated with which are given by Eqs. (2.2a), 

(2.2b), and (2.2c), respectively. 

3. Unimolecular decay rates as a function of energy, as given by the 

branching model, for the individual metastable states of the system 

described in Section III. The solid points and open po±nts 

correspond, respectively, to the states that are even and odd with 

regard to reflection across the x-axis. 

4. Same as Figure 3, except the values shown are from the rigorous 

quantum calculations of reference lb. 

5. Sketch of the effective potential V along the (mass-weighted) 

reaction coordinate s, for the situation discussed in Section IV. 

6. Same as Figure 5, except for the situation discussed in Section V. 
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s (reaction coordinate) 
XBL 8110-11914 

Figure 1 
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